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Planes coming back from hail
Joe Tessitore
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Photography Editor
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The last thing on the mind of the flight
line was hail the morning of May 4 when
thunderstorms rolled in. Unfortunately
the storms intensified and produced a rare

occurrence of hail. The hail only lasted for
a minute, but that was enough time to damage 38 of the 40 Cessnas on the flight line.
The plexiglass skylights of the aircraft were
shattered by the hail, leaving the cockpits
exposed to the elements.
Flight line staff immediately rushed out
to the aircraft to secure the avionics and put

covers over the flight controls to protect them
from the rain that was now coming through
the broken skylights.
Within a day Cessna had engineers on site
to assess the damage. According to Chief
Flight Supervisor, Gerry Catha, the FAA does
not have specific guidelines for hail damage
since it can be variable in degree. The Cessna
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Language
institute
honored
ERAU’s E.L.I.
selected to pilot
new TOEFL test
Ladean Sausotte
Special to The Avion
ERAUʼs English Language Institute
has been chosen to administer a preliminary version of the new TOEFL (Test of
English as a Foreign Language), the standard English proficiency test for university admission created by the Education
Testing Service organization. The other
schools chosen were Duke, CarnegieMellon and Rutgers Universities. The
faculty of the English Language Institute,
under the direction of academic director
Cindy Oakley-Paulik, offered the pilot test
for the first time to ERAU international
students on Monday, April 18.
The new test is a significant departure from the previous version, using
a holistic, integrated skills approach in
keeping with the latest language acquisition and skills assessment theories. It
is therefore expected to more accurately
predict a studentʼs ability to succeed
academically at an American university.
If chosen at the completion of the pilot
program, ERAU would be able to offer the
full exam on campus. Currently, students
must go at least as far as Jacksonville to
take the test. The opportunity to become
a TOEFL testing center would be a notable
advantage for our students, promote our
school to prospective students and enhance
ERAUʼs reputation worldwide.

engineers assisted in assessing the damage
and creating repair solutions.
As of May 12, 27 of the 38 Cessna that
were damaged have been returned to service.
The maintenance department has been working diligently to replace the skylights in the
aircraft and reinstall the avionics. According
to an article published in the News Journal,
ERAU mechanics told the Director of
Public Relations, Jim Hampton, each aircraft
would require eight hours of service. Each
skylight requires two maintenance personnel
to repair. One rivets while the other holds the
bucking bar in the cockpit.
The Piper aircraft on the flight line are a
different story. According to Catha; there are
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EMBRY-RIDDLE MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL HAVE have been working diligently to repair the 38 Cessna aircraft that were
damaged in the hail storm two weeks ago. Most of the work involved repairing the skylights in the Cessna 172s. Many of these
aircraft had their skylights broken by the hail. Each aircraft requires around eight hours of service.

A rash of thefts have occurred
in recent weeks at Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical
Universityʼs
Daytona
Beach campus, according to the Campus
Safety department.
“It looked like there was a trend
going,” said Robert Upperman, the Safety
Departmentʼs Crime Prevention Officer.
The office issued an Eagle Alert during
exam week after there were “numerous
incidents of book theft.” According to
the alert, the thefts occurred at several
locations, but Doolittle Hall was hardest-hit.
It also stated that, in every instance, “books
were left unsecured and unattended.”
According to Upperman, the most
likely motive for the thefts was to sell the
textbooks back to the bookstore, which is
run by the Follett Higher Education Group,
during book buy-back. Some textbooks can
fetch $60 or more if they are in reasonably
good shape.
Campus Safety is working with the
bookstore to identify who sold back the
stolen books, and according to Upperman
several people have been returning books
for classes they have never taken.
“We think we have some pretty solid
suspects,” Upperman said.
In addition to textbooks, campus has also
seen several technology thefts. A computer
Please see “CRIME” page A2

Spring graduation commences to new beat
Jacob Ottoson
Staff Reporter

Over 800 soon-to-be graduates met on the
West Lawn to bid farewell to the university
that has served as their home for the last four
or five years.
The spring graduation was different from
previous years. This year, all graduates met
for a joint ceremony but were later divided
into their respective colleges and sent to different locations on campus where the diploma
ceremonies were held.
It was a beautiful Florida day; a little too
beautiful for some graduates who were struggling to keep cool in the black gowns. Spirits
were high and got even higher when the Eagle
from Seaworld was released to sail over the
heads of the graduates.
However, the eagle wanted to take no part,
and decided to fly up in a tree-top instead. For
the next five minutes, few actually knew what
was happening in the ceremony, because all
attention was at the reluctant eagle.
Almost two hours after the commencement
had begun, the main ceremony was finished. A
dozen or so awards had been given out, a bulk
of those to staff and faculty.
Professor Dorn was awarded by the
students, and so was the Rita, the “lunch
lady.” Among other popular award
recipients was Professor Jim Libbey.
After the diploma ceremony, the graduates
rejoined with family and friends for refreshments. The graduates later hurried off to celebrate the completion of their degrees, and the
beginning of the real adult life.
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GRADUATES MOVE THEIR TASSELS from the right side of their caps to the left, signifying their status as graduates of
Embry-Riddle. There was a main ceremony for all graduates followed by diploma ceremonies separated by college.
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NROTC midshipmen honored
at second annual ceremony
Ben Milton
Special to The Avion
On April 26, Embry Riddleʼs Navy
ROTC held its second annual awards
ceremony. Many midshipmen were
recognized for their hard work and
outstanding performance through
the last semester. In addition, several
midshipmen earned recognition from
various organizations outside of the
NROTC battalion. Three midshipmen were presented with awards
from the Daytona Beach Council
of the United States Navy League.
The Military Aptitude Award, given
to a junior or senior who demonstrates outstanding leadership traits,
was awarded to MIDN 2/C Bryan
Clausen, an Auburn, CA resident.
MIDN 3/C David Manges, from
Delary, Fla., received the Academic
Award for maintaining excellent
grades throughout college.
The Daytona Beach Council of
the Navy League has also generously decided to award a sword each
year to one midshipman who best
exemplifies the Navyʼs core values
of honor, courage, and commitment.
This award, named for the Navy
Leagueʼs founder, VADM Charles
W. Wilkins, was presented to MIDN
1/C James Hawke of Pensacola, Fla.

PHOTO COURTESY NAVY ROTC

MIDN 1/C JAMES HAWKE from Pensacola, Fla., was presented a sword for best exemplfying the Navyʼs
core values. The sword was donated by the Daytona Beach Council of the Navy League.

Baseball captures regional crown
Press Release

strikeouts in 4.1 innings of relief.
Garrett McLeod led all hitters
ERAU Athletics
with three hits in five at-bats. Richie
Cormier, Kevin Haney and Billy
The top-seeded Embry-Riddle Degnan each had two hits, with
baseball team captured its fourth Haney recording two RBI.
regional title in as many seasons
The Eagles got their offense
with a 10-0 shutout of No. 3 seed St. going from the very first pitch when
Thomas in the championship game Cormier, the lead off batter, laced
of the NAIA Region XIV tourna- the first offering from Bobcat starter
ment on Friday. By virtue of their Ivan Izquierdo up the middle for a
regional tournament win and No. 3 single. Ramon Kemp, running for
ranking in the NAIA national poll, Cormier, moved up on a walk and
the Eagles have secured a spot in the a ground out and came across on a
2005 NAIA National Tournament in wild pitch to put the Eagles up 1-0
Lewiston, Idaho, May 27-June 3.
at the end of the first.
Unlike the last two regional tourIn his first at-bat of the game,
naments where they had to win the Degnan swung on the first pitch
title from the
and belted out his
loser’s bracket,
first round tripper
the
Eagles
of the year over the
entered Friday’s
in right field to
We’re excited about wall
game as the
extend the lead to
only unbeaten
2-0 in the second.
... [going] back to
team in the
After a scoreless
the World Series ...
tournament. The
third, the Blue and
Eagles sent St.
Gold capitalized on
Thomas to the
four singles, a hit
- GREG GUILLIAMS
loser’s bracket
batter and a sacriwith an 18-4
fice fly to plate four
win on Thursday
runs in the fourth.
and outscored the Bobcats 28-4 in McLeod led off the inning with a
two days of regional play.
single through the right side and
“It was nice not having the cham- then stole second. Cormier’s single
pionship game come down to the up the middle scored McLeod and
last inning like last year,” Eagles’ back-to-back bunt singles by Haney
head coach and 2005 Regional and Holmberg loaded the bases.
Coach of the Year Greg Guilliams Kemp scored when Greear was hit
said. “We’re excited about having by a pitch and Smith’s sacrifice fly
an opportunity to go back to the and a fielder’s choice sent across
World Series and we feel fortunate the last two runs of the inning to
to have that automatic bid.”
extend the Eagle lead to 6-0.
Josh Smith and Patrick Ryan
The Bobcats threatened in the
combined for the shutout as the fifth when Jorge Lago and Adrian
Eagles improved to 47-7 on the Gonzalez singled and Alex Pascual
year. Smith drew the start and struck out looking but reached on
went 4.2 innings, allowing just a wild pitch to load the bases. But
four base runners on four hits with Ryan got his second strikeout of the
five strikeouts. Ryan closed out the inning to eliminate the threat and
game and improved to 11-2 after leave all three runner^ps stranded.
scattering three hits with three
Another four-spot in the seventh

“

”

sealed the shutout. Victor Roldan
boarded on a free pass to lead off
the inning and got all the way to
third on Degnan’s single to left
field. McLeod drove in Roldan
with a double to left and Cormier
was intentionally walked to get
to Haney. Haney answered with a
double to right field to send Degnan
and McLeod across and Holmberg
closed out the scoring with a sacrifice fly.
Izquierdo suffered the loss for
the St. Thomas after surrendering
six earned runs on eight hits in
3.1 innings of work as the Bobcats
ended their season at 37-20.

� “HAIL”

from FRONT

two FAA designated engineering representatives along with
Piper engineers working on
several repair solutions at this
time. Fortunately, they did not
suffer as badly as the Cessna
aircraft did. Currently 11 of
them are grounded. ERAU aircraft maintenance is working to
get the Piper situation resolved
quickly so the grounded planes
can be put back into service.
The response to the hail
damage on the Embry-Riddle
aircraft has been thorough
and rapid thanks to the genuine concern for safety and
quality shown by employees
of the flight line and maintenance division. They, along
with Cessna, have handled
the challenge of bringing
many damaged aircraft back
to full operating capabilities for the flight students at
Embry-Riddle to use.

The Eagles will now advance to
the Atlantic South Super Regional
in a best-of-three series against
Lee University in Cleveland, Tenn
beginning Thursday, May 19th.
Lee captured the Region XIII
tournament championship late
Friday night with an 8-5 win
over
LSU-Shreveport.
The
Flames are currently ranked
#10 in the latest NAIA poll and
enter the Super Regional with an
overall record of 54-12.

� “CRIME”

from FRONT

monitor was stolen from the
ROTC building on May 10 was
left unlocked overnight, and an
iPod music player was stolen
from a Student Center office.
Reports have also been circulated that there was an attempted theft from the Academic
Complex computer labs.
The Avion spoke to Robert
L. Long, Sr., the bookstoreʼs
manager, regarding the thefts.
Company policy did not allow
him to answer specific questions, but he did release a statement, saying “The bookstore
has always cooperated with
Campus Safety on the loss or
theft of books and we believe
that any comments on this matter should come from them.”
Upperman stresses that
opportunity crime, such as the
textbook thefts, are easy to
carry out but even easier to prevent. “Five minutes; thatʼs all it
takes,” Upperman said. “Lock
your offices, lock your doors …
remove the opportunity and you
remove the crime.”

Disclaimer
The editorial opinions expressed in The Avion are of the identified writer and do not necessarily represent those of the University,
the staff of The Avion or the members of the student body. Letters
appearing in The Avion do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the
University, the staff of The Avion or members of the student body.
Opinions expressed elsewhere are those of the writer, who is identified. Letters submitted may be edited for brevity and will be printed
provided they are not lewd, obscene or libelous. Letter writers shall
confine themselves to less than 800 words and a single topic. All letters
must be accompanied by the signature of the writer. Names may be
withheld on request at the discretion of the Editor-in-Chief. The Avion
is a member of the Associated Collegiate Press. The Avion is produced
by a volunteer student staff weekly throughout the academic year and
bi-weekly throughout the summer. This publication is a public forum
for student expression and student editors make all content and editorial decisions. The Avion is funded through Student Government fees
and advertising revenue. This newspaper and its contents are protected
under the copyright laws of the United States. No portion of this publication may be reproduced without expressed written consent of The
Avion Newspaper. Correspondence may be addressed to: The Avion
Newspaper, Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, 600 South Clyde
Morris Blvd., Daytona Beach, Florida 32114. Phone: (386) 226-6049.
Fax: (386) 226-6727.

Fountain of light

JOE TESSITORE/AVION

THE NEWEST ADDITION TO Embry-Riddleʼs landscaping came in the form of a fountain and a covered walkway. The fountain
features orange/yellow lights that give it a fiery effect at night. However, the fountain has already been “soaped” twice to date.

OPINIONS
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Economic Wars
Much has been said about the
current “war on terror.” The reason, I think, why most countries
go to war is the fact that they
seek economical, political or
territorial gain (sometimes all
of them together).
However, what has been
bothering me lately has been
the fact that people are not
aware that while weʼre fighting terrorism in the Middle East
(unfairly according to some,
fairly according to others), there
is a socio-economical war being
waged right at our doorstep.
Many Arab and Asian countries have been courting our
neighbors in South America.
Over the past couple of months,
there have been several meetings between the Arab League
and various South American
countries aimed at extending
economic ties between the two
regions. China has also attended
many such meetings.
This could severely affect

U.S. interests in the region
if the appropriate steps are
not taken. Over the past several administrations, Democratic
and
Republican
alike,
the
attitude toward South America
was rather condescending and
bullish (due to the fact that
most countries in the region
have large debts with the IMF
and the World Bank).
The approach the Arabs and
China have had is closer to a level
relationship than this country has
ever had. Also, another factor that
comes into play is that (with the
exception of Colombia) all countries in South America now have
hard-left governments that pretty
much donʼt agree with U.S. foreign policy.
I believe a kinder and more
equal economic policy with South
America will help the U.S. a great
deal. If we canʼt get along with
our closest neighbors, who knows
what might happen?
– Federico Martinez
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Large open holes in the face just below the nose
As a general rule, most people
have a large opening in their faces,
just below the nose and above the
chin. What happens when people
open these holes can often be
unpredictable and damaging.
In late April, California
Governor Schwarzenegger opened
the hole in his face and made
some comments that landed him
in a pot of hot water. In what he
later called a “total screw up in
the words,” Schwarzenegger said
that the Mexican-American border
should be closed.
Schwarzenegger said that closing the borders could help solve
the nationʼs illegal immigration
problems. The governor later apologized, explaining he was wrong
“because instead of closing, I
meant securing. I think maybe
my English, I need to go back to
school and study a little bit.”

Student Forum

I cannot think of a much more
Last year Grayʼs hurricane prehilarious situation than the gov- diction was low. This year, he and
ernor of the state with one of the his colleague Phil Klotzbach prehighest immigration rates and dict there will be 13 named tropical
most diverse populations in the storms for the upcoming hurricane
nation implying that the stateʼs season; even worse, he anticipated
best solution would be
that 7 of the storms will
to close the borders. The
become named hurgovernorʼs
comments
ricanes and that three
do not make me angry,
will become major hurthough.
ricanes. Sadly, Gray is
Doctor William Gray,
considered a national
on the other hand,
expert in hurricanes.
opened his hole Friday
Gray and Klotzbach are,
at Florida Governor Jeb
however, two people
Bushʼs hurricane conferthat I wish would never
ence in Tampa. Gray, a Christopher A. open their holes.
Noth
professor from Colorado
There are many reaState University, said
sons
that I like certain
Columnist
that the future for the
people to keep their
next ten to fifteen years in the holes closed: halitosis, the spread
Atlantic, the Caribbean, and the of airborne diseases, and the
Gulf of Mexico will more than contagious nature of yawns, to
likely be quite bleak.
name a few. If I ran into Gray and

The Avion asks: “What are your plans for summer?”

Klotzbach, I would shout “Shut
your holes!” The hurricane scientists, however, do not offend with
foul breath. On the other hand,
they do offend with some of the
worst possible news.
While the information that Gray
and his team have developed is
important, it is not something to
be as upset about as some people
think. After all, we must consider
what it is that Gray actually does.
In his rawest sense, Gray is a
weatherman. Much like most
weathermen, Gray cannot be 100
percent accurate. Instead of telling the entire state of Florida that
we are doomed, Gray should keep
the opening between his nose and
his chin closed. Last yearʼs hurricane season had effects that are
still felt today, and Iʼm not ready
to listen to news about the next
season until it is upon us.

– Compiled by Brian Case

Brandon Wenner
Aeronautical Science
Sophomore

Matt Kangas
Aeronautical Science
Sophomore

Andrew Balloun
Aerospace Engineering
Sophomore

Ben Riordan
Aeronautical Science
Sophomore

Julee Carver
Aeronautical Science
Sophomore

Avi Gallen
Aerospace Engineering
Sophomore

“Finish up my private pilot
license then head home and
relax.”

“Go to school, finish
Summer A, then go home
and work at a golf course.”

“Classes, Work.”

“Iʼm here for Summer A to do
two classes and flight, then
go home Summer B.”

“I plan to finish up my flight
here, then head home to
Indiana, I canʼt wait.”

“Summer A & B Iʼm flying,
commercial single.”

Advertisement

INDUSTRY
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United ditches pension plan for its employees
New policy
will affect
120,000
employees
Brian Case
Business Manager
United Airlines recently received
permission from a bankruptcy
court to stop paying pensions to its
employees; 120,000 current and
former pilots, flight attendants,
and mechanics will be affected.
United argued that releasing
its pension obligations was critical to emerging from chapter 11
bankruptcy protection. The change
is expected to save United $645
million annually. The pension
will be taken over by the Pension
Benefit Guaranty Corp. (PBGC), a
government-funded company. The
PBGC will be forced to cut the

pension benefits of many recipients. That is in addition to the $2.56
The PBGC itself is operating at billion a year the company has
a $23.3 billion deficit.
already won from employee
The governmentʼs willingness unions. United is trying to get
to take over the pension funds permission to throw out the conhas raised concern over the role tacts that govern the airlineʼs
of taxpayer dollars. After Sept. baggage handlers, mechanics,
11, the federal government issued gate and ramp workers. Those
$1.6 billion in loan guarantees to workers are represented by two
six carriers, including United.
unions, and both have said that a
Shortly after the news of the worker strike would be possible
pension termination, UAL Corp., if the contracts are thrown out.
the parent company of United Bankruptcy judge Eugene Wedoff
Airlines, reported a first quarter is expected to make a decision on
loss of $1.1 billion. Higher fuel the contract issue this week. The
prices took most
unions and the
of the blame for
airline are still in
the loss. Over the
negotiations.
weekend, all six
Many workers
That was my
major
carriers
upset.
reason for taking are“That
increased fares
was my
on many routes
reason for taking
this job -- it had a
by $10-$20. That
this job -- it had
pension...
fare
increase
a pension, it had
was
started
benefits,” said
- MARK HEGLAND
by
American
one employee,
Airlines, and was
Mark Hegland.
quickly matched
“It’s way too
industry-wide.
much, and this
The next step for United is con- is not the end of it,” he added.
tract negotiations for an additional “If they succeed with this, they’ll
$700 million in wage concessions. come back for more.”

“

”

PHOTO COURTESY WWW.UNITED.COM

UNITED AIRLINES, THE NATIONʼS second-largest carrier, recently received permission from a
bankruptcy court to stop giving pension plans to its more than 120,000 current and former employees. The
airline, which is recovering from Chapter 11, is estimated to save $645 million annually with the plan.

Hawley becomes
head of the TSA

Wavemaker

He is the
fourth agency
head in just
three years

PHOTO COURTESY JPL.NASA.GOV

WAVES IN THE RINGS of Saturn indicate the presence of a new-found moon. The moon seen here, located in the Keeler Gap of
the rings, is about four miles wide. The Cassini spacecraft, approaching its one-year anniversary of entering orbit around the ringed
planet, snapped this in early May. The waves are caused by the influence of the satellite as it passes close to or through the rings.

Return to Flight
Another day, another delay
Launch of the Return to Flight Space Shuttle mission is
now set for July 13 at the earliest (more likely late July), and
it will be hard-pressed to make even that launch window,
which runs from July 13-31.
Discovery is set to undergo a second tanking test, where the
vehicle will be completely fueled, later this week. The test will further validate the redsigned tankʼs integrity. The Shuttle will then be
rolled back to the Vehicle Assembly Building, where the orbiter will
be detached from the orange External Tank and SRBs, known as the
stack, it is currently on. Discovery will be moved into the adjacent
high-bay and attached to another stack, previously scheduled to
launch Atlantis into space on the second post-Columbia mission.
Managers opted to switch tanks rather than install heaters in the
current tank to save time. It was the need to install these heaters that
forced a long delay in the launch. In past tests it was found that ice
formed around the fuel feed lines along the tank which could prove
to be a hazard during launch. The original plan called for Discovery
to fly with the threat but all subsequent missions would have heaters
installed on the tank to melt the ice. Mission managers reconsidered
their decision recently, and have now opted to switch the tanks.
When Discovery returns to the launch pad in mid-June, it may
undergo a third tanking test before launch. While July 13-31 is
currently labeled as doable by NASA, many on the inside believe
the date may already be in jeopardy. The next launch window
that would provide the required daytime lighting conditions
for launch begins Sept. 9 and runs till Sept. 24. Smaller threeday windows are available in November and March, but there
are no lengthy ones until March of 2006.
EDITED BY BEN COOPER

Swift spies short
gamma-ray burst
Joe Tessitore
Photography Editor
Two neutron stars merged 2.2
billion years ago, creating what
scientists believe is a black hole.
As the two stars came together
a gamma ray burst was released
only lasting a fraction of a second.
This was followed by the emission of visible light for a few
minutes. NASA’s orbiting Swift
telescope picked up the gamma
ray burst and then repositioned
itself to detect the x-ray afterglow.
An e-mail was then sent out
to astronomers asking them to
look in the direction of the burst.
Many
observatories
detected
a faint visible light afterglow.
This was a first for a short duration burst. Until now scientists
thought only long duration gamma
ray bursts, which last a few seconds, were associated with the
creation of black holes.
With the detection of visible
light coming from a short duration gamma ray burst scientists
think that a black hole a few times
larger than our sun formed.
According to Steinn Sigurdsson,
a Penn State University researcher,

the two neutron stars spiraled into
each other over the course of hundreds of millions of years.
At the last second the smaller of the two stars collapses
and forms an accelerated disk
around around the larger star.
“It implodes under the weight and
forms a maximally spinning lowmass black hole”, said Sigurdsson.
The first gamma ray burst
was detected in 1967 by a satellite that was created to monitor for violations of the nuclear
test ban treaty. There is about
one gamma ray burst every day.
Most come from billions of
light years away. Bursts from
our own galaxy are rare and
some scientists speculate bursts
close to the earth could be the cause
for mass extinctions.
The Swift spacecraft was
launched on Nov. 20 and is
the first spacecraft of its kind.
It was designed to detect
gamma-ray bursts as they happened in real-time and, within just
seconds, position the telescope
in the direction of the burst.
Simultaneously, Swift begins
relaying info on the burst,
such as it’s precise location, to
astronomers around the world.

Has lost Mars Polar Lander been found?
Ben Cooper

Industry Editor

PHOTO COURTESY NASA/MALLIN SPACE SCIENCE SYSTEMS

HAS A LONG LOST LANDER been found? Some scientists believe this image from the Mars Global
Surveyor shows the lost Mars Polar Lander spacecraft, which vanished upon arriving at Mars in December
1999. The image is similar to those taken of the Mars Exploration Rover landing sites from last year.

Images taken from the Mars Global
Surveyor may have revealed the longlost Mars Polar Lander spacecraft,
which vanished upon arriving at the
red planet in December 1999.
The image is similar to photos
taken last year of the landing sites for
the Mars Exploration Rovers Spirit
and Opportunity, and shows a dark
spot where the spacecraftʼs descent
thrusters fired toward the ground.
Also in the area are white specs,
believed to be the parachute and
Mars Polar Lander itself.
The images release last week also
included one of the Viking 1 lander,
which was the first spacecraft to successfully land on Mars in 1976.
Though some scientists dispute the
claim as being too unclear, the find is
remarkably similar to the MER images
and the location is right for where the
lander should have touched-down.

approximately 45,000 government security screeners in
place at airports nationwide.
Hawley would have the task of
dealing with the recent incidents,
but also face much tougher issues
the TSA has been facing.
Reports that passenger security screening is still inadequate
will be one of many problems
her will have to address.
Hawley is currently employed
as a technology consultant in the
private sector. He was called upon
Brian Case
in 2001 to help form the TSA,
Business Manager
leading many of the teams that created the agency.
President Bush has nominated
Hawley is also a member of the
Edmund “Kip” Hawley to be the Federal Aviation Administrationʼs
new head of the Transportation Air Traffic Services Committee,
Security Administration (TSA). If and served previously as vice presconfirmed, Hawley will be ident of transportation services for
the fourth person to head the Union Pacific Railroad.
the Administration since it
Hawley plans to use his knowlwas created three years ago.
edge of technology to make the
The TSA has
TSA more efficome
under
cient.
“Weʼre
recent scrutiny,
going to do a
however.
high-tech makeWe’re going to
When the TSA
over, which will
opened a new
rely less on perdo a high-tech
command center
sonnel and more
makeover ...
earlier in the
on technology”
year, many critisaid Rep. John
cized the roughly
Mica,
R-Fla.,
- REP. JOHN MICA
$500,000 spent
who chairs the
on
artwork
House aviation
and silk plants
subcommittee.
to
furnish
Current head of
the building.
the TSA David Stone announced
Other examples of lavish spend- in April that he will leave the
ing include $500 for a cheese display post in June. The Transportation
at a party, and a $350,000 fitness Security
Administration
center for 79 employees.
is part of the Department
Also facing criticism are the of Homeland Security.

“

”

Upcoming Cape launches
NEXT LAUNCH FROM CAPE CANAVERAL
A Boeing Delta 2 rocket will launch the next United States
Air Force Global Positioning System satellite into orbit
11,000 miles above the earth in mid-June. Lauch is believed
to be targetted between June 10 and 15, but no date is firmly
set yet as launch managers are troubleshooting problems with
the spacecraft.
This will be the first of the new modernized replacement
GPS satellites, known as GPS 2R-M1.
Launch will occur shortly before 11 p.m. if it falls during
the above period. Launch time moves back four minutes each
subsequent day; it had been 1:30 a.m. during the former May
4 launch date.
Early-mid June
Delta 2
next GPS satellite
Launch time: ~11pm. EDT
29 min. window

August 10
Atlas 5
NASA Mars Recon. Orbiter
Launch time: 7:54 a.m.
120 min. window

June 23
Delta 4
NASA/NOAA
GOES-N weather sat.
6:13 p.m. EDT
45 min. window

NET Sept. 9
Space Shuttle Atlantis
STS-121
ISS flight
Launch time: TBD

NET July 13
Space Shuttle Discovery
STS-114
ISS flight
Launch time: 3:51pm / 13th

Sept.-Oct.
Delta 2
GPS 2R-M3
Launch time: TBD

July
Delta 2
GPS 2R-M2
Launch time: TBD

Oct. 28
Delta 4-Heavy
DSP-23 / last DSP sat.
First operational Heavy
Launch time: night TBD
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Museum exhibits innovative future of concrete
Showcasing
the technology
of concrete
architecture
Ryan Jones
Technology Editor

PHOTOS COURTESY WWW.NBM.ORG & WWW.SMDC.ARMY.MIL

THE NATIONAL BUILDING MUSEUM in Washington, D.C. (above) is exhibiting 30 projects that
demonstrate recent advancements in concrete building design. In addition, the technology behind these
innovations is explored; the future of concrete may include translucent blocks that let in outside light.

Tree blight spreads in US
Joe Tessitore
Photography Editor

Officials with the U.S. Forestry
Service as well as various state
officials on the east coast are
worried about the spread of
phytophthora ramorum or Sudden
Oak Death. Owners of camellias,
rhododendrons and ornamentals are
being instructed to look for signs
of the disease which include spots
and dead twigs.
Sudden Oak Death is not a new
disease that has suddenly sprung
up on the east coast. In fact, it was
originally found in Germany. It

has since spread to 12 countries.
It was first found in the United
States on the west cost, specifically in California and Oregon,
in 1995. Since then thousands of
native and tan oak trees have died
from the disease.
Last year it was discovered that
ornamentals in California nurseries had been carrying the disease.
Unfortunately, this revelation came
too late as some plants had already
been shipped to 23 other states.
Georgia was among these states.
They received around 59,000 ornamentals of which 49,000 were sold
before officials could get to them.
The 10,000 that officials did inspect

Liquid Stone: New Architecture
in Concrete is a major exhibition
of 30 recent or current architectural
projects
that
have
shown
innovation in the use of concrete
– a material dating from ancient
Rome that is essential to modern
high-tech construction.
Located in Washington, D.C.,
the National Building Museum has
organized
the
showcase
of
progressive concrete technologies
and building methods that will be on
view until Jan. 29, 2006.
“Structure,”
“Surface”
and
“Sculptural Form” are the main
categories of featured works.
Representing “Structure,” the Torre
Agbar skyscraper in Barcelona,
Spain has an outer skin of
multicolored concrete that is
designed to resemble a pixilated
digital image with an irregular grid of
pre-cast panels forming imaginative
geometric shapes.
The “Surface” section features
the Technical School Library of
Eberswalde, Germany where a
new technique was used to engrave
photographic
images
directly
on wall surfaces.
“Sculptural Form” is demonstrated
by Richard Meierʼs new Jubilee
Church in Rome. The church is
unique in its design with the use
of three self-supporting, concentric arcs, each of them a section of
a perfect sphere made of
giant concrete blocks.
In addition to the featured projects, the exhibit includes stations
explaining the technology of concrete
that makes such innovation possible.

Simply put, concrete is a
mixture of three primary ingredients:
Lumps of material called coarse
aggregate (such as gravel or crushed
rock), smaller particles called fine
aggregate (such as sand) and a
binding agent (typically Portland
Cement) used to glue the solid bits
and pieces into a cohesive solid
whole. Water is used to aide in
mixing and the chemical reaction that
takes place in the binder cement.
What
makes
concrete
so
important as a building material is its
availability, strength, relative low
cost, and adaptability to many
different design needs. While the
formula for making concrete has
been known since the time of
ancient Egypt and Mesopotamia, the
Romans made an important advancement that allowed some of their
structures to last through 20
centuries of weathering. The
Romans added Pozzolan,
which is a fine
grained volcanic
ash that resists
wear and abrasion
better than the soft
lime that binds
the
aggregates
together in regular
concrete made only
of lime, sand and gravel. The
addition of Pozzolan also allows the
concrete to set underwater. Today,
cement manufactures primary use
silica recycled from blast furnace
slag in place the volcanic ash.
The Romans also discovered that
adding horsehair made concrete less
likely to shrink while it hardened,
and adding blood made it frost
resistant. In modern times, the
addition of special additives into
the mixture creates all sorts of
desirable properties allowing for an
ever expanding number of design
options. Mixtures that are capable of
conducting electricity heat up when
a voltage is applied and have been
used in runways and driveways to
clear themselves of snow.
Modern
chemical
additives
called “superplasticizers” make
concrete flow much more easily into tighter spots while
reducing the workload and man

power needed because the concrete is
“self-consolidating.” Perhaps the
most fascinating advancement in
additive technology on the horizon
is translucent concrete. Combining
a typical concrete mixture with
special optical fibers creates blocks of
pre-cast concrete transmits light.
“Thousands of optical glass fibers
form a matrix and run parallel to each
other between the two main surfaces
of every block,” explained developer
Áron Losonczi. “Shadows on the
lighter side will appear with sharp
outlines on the darker one. Even the
colors remain the same. This special
effect creates the general impression
that the thickness and weight of a
concrete wall will disappear.”
The new concrete mixture named
“LitraCon” is said by its developers
to have strength properties similar to traditional
concrete.
“In theory, a wall
structure built out of
the light-transmitting concrete can
be a couple of
meters thick as
the fibers work
without any loss
in light up to
20 meters,” said
Losonczi.
Dr. Bill Price of the University of
Houston is even more ambitious and
is developing transparent concrete.
With
the
innovation
of
transparency, people start thinking
about concrete in new ways.
Dr. Price has visions of cities
that glow from within and have
building with windows that are
arbitrary regions of transparency
within flowing, curving walls instead
of traditional rectangular panes.
A prototype wall of translucent
concrete is on display as part of
the exhibit at the National Building
Museum. With backlighting, a
silhouette human form can be readily
seen through the wall.
Andreas Bittis, who is in charge
of marketing LitraCon, said, “Think
of illuminating subway stations with
daylight or using concrete for speed
bumps and lighting them from below
to make them more visible at night.”

Sting dancing is all the buzz

showed that 53 were infected. The
Georgia Forestry Commission
launched a statewide educational
effort to alert consumers about
the possibility of the infected carriers urging them to check their
plants for signs of infection and
send in samples.
Nurseries in the states of
California, Oregon and Washington
are now required to be inspected
by the Animal and Plant Health
Inspection Service before they
can ship their plants to other
states. Before this requirement
several states including Florida
had
banned
the
importing
of California ornamentals.

PHOTO COURTESY WWW.ARS.USDA.GOV

BEES “WAGGLE DANCE” – THEY gyrate in circles – and scientists have proven that this
behavior is indeed a way of communicating to other bees where to find the richest supply of nectar.
Austrian zoologist Karl von Frisch originally proposed the theory in the 1960s but lacked evidence.

Advertisement

PHOTO COUTESY WWW.DOF.VIRGINA.GOV

SUDDEN OAK DEATH HAS sprung up on the east coast of the United States. The fungus causes
a bleeding canker on the stem resulting in leaf spots and twig death. Early detection is important for
successful eradication, however, infected plants may have already been distributed around the country.

AOL offers free e-mail
Brian Case
Business Manager
America
Online
recently
announced that it will provide free
e-mail to users of AOL Instant
Messenger. E-mail addresses will
end in “aim.com”, unlike the e-mail
addresses of AOLʼs paid subscribers
which end in “aol.com”.
Facing a shrinking member base
and increasing competition from
rivals such as Microsoft, America
Online is looking to reinvent itself
quickly. Offering free e-mail is
hardly exciting these days, but itʼs
a start. AOL Plans to offer two
gigabytes of free storage, which
will come close to matching the
storage provided by rival Google.

AOL also faces competition
from
Microsoftʼs
Hotmail
and Yahoo! Mail.
One Advantage AOL has
over the competition is AOL
Instant Messenger (AIM).
The new AIM e-mail
will be integrated
into the instant
messaging
platform. In addition
to itʼs free e-mail
service, expect
to see a new
version of AIM
this
summer.
New features such as SMS
(short message service) for
cell phones, video and voice
support, as well as blogging are expected. Also
on the horizon is a new

AOL.com, which will offer more
free services like rival Yahoo!
AOL may hope to capitalize on
the recent revival of internet
advertising. Despite the loss
of paid subscribers, AOL
has increased its revenue from ads. AOL
reported a 45 percent
increase in online
ad revenue last
quarter. In 2004,
AOL
acquired
Advertising.com,
one of the leading online ad
companies.
Despite the apparent change
in focus, donʼt expect those
familiar AOL CDs to stop
clogging your mailbox. AOL is
heavily marketing its AOL for
Broadband service.
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Ormond Beach
Beautiful residential area between
beach and Halifax River. Convenient
Location. Furnished
room/bath/large sitting area, use
of kitchen & garden.
Private entrance in private
single home. $450 including
utilities and cable. Foreign &
U.S. students/faculty welcomed.
(386) 295-3577. Must see
to appreciate available June 1, 2005

Seeking responsible person
to share home. Good location.
Close to Embry-RIddle.
Furnished room and full bath.
General house privilages.
Washer/Dryer. $400 per month.
Includes utilities. Security deposit
and references required.
Please call 226-2380

Live at Club 507
One block from the beach, 10
minutes from school. 3BR/2 bath.
$290 + utilities. Contact Pete at
(908) 295-3198 or Fireman at
(386) 527-6983.

For Rent. Large Townhome
in Deerwood Condos, directly
behind Volusia Mall. 2 bedroom/
2.5 bath w/ separated kitchen and
living room. $950 p.m. 1st month &
move in! Large back porch
facing the woods, screened and
glassed with washer and dryer
in large closet. New carpet and
paint (looks great).
Available Immediately. Call
Larry Howell at 341-9806 (cell)
or 761-0027 (home).

FOR RENT
910 Big Tree Rd- Bld 1, unit 2
Gemacy Oak Villa
Large 3 BR/ 2BA. Townhome.
$1,100 p/m. Already set up
for students. Every bedroom has
individual lock and key.
Contact Lysa Muller or Janie
Gagne at CENTURY 21
Sundance (386) 441-6433.

House near campus
Less than one mile. 3 bed/ 1 bath.
Very clean. New crpet,
central heat and air, applicances,
large yard plus more.
Availalbe May 1st. $850
per month. Prefer
non-smokers who are neat.
No pets.
Call 212-1260
or email mostertn@earthlink.net.

House for Rent
Daytona Beach side. 1 BR/ 1 BA.
High Speed Internet cable,
water & power included.
Covered parking. 1.5 blocks to
beach, 2 blocks to
seabreeze clubs. $500/month.
Call John 453-6570

PRIVATE ENTRANCE
Very quiet. Furnished.
All utilities including cable.
No smoking, no drinking.
One person occupancy.
Call 615-3972

House for Rent
3 bedroom, 1 bath Home.
Within a mile from ERAU.
Central heat & air condition.
Includes washer + dryer in a
peaceful setting. $750 per month.
Call 441-4288

The Avion, May 17, 2005
JOBS AND POSITIONS
Swim Instructor Wanted
PT/FT available. Will train.
$10-13 per hour.
Call (800) 511-7946.

www.sharksandminnows.com

Roommate Wanted:
Large 3 bedrooms/ 2 bathroom;
storage room, washer & dryer,
security alarm, clubhouse, pool and
gym in complex: $385 1/3 utilities.
Looking for male or female, willing
to move summer. Call Marvin
(386) 871-1072

AUTOMOBILES
1998 Maxima GLE
86,000 miles. Leather, sunroof,
power everything. Bose stereo
CD/Tape, Excellent condition.
Bluebook: $7,900. Asking $7,000.
386-453-7495

1993 Geo Prizm
5-speed stick, aqua color,
excellent a/c, great interior, smooth
ride, good sound system. 163,000
miles. Asking $2,000, we can
negotiate. Come on by and take a
look! Call Josh 846-6363

AUTOMOBILES

MISC ITEMS

1994 Mazda MX-6-LS
138,000 mi, Sony Xplod CD/
MP3, leather, wood grain, sun roof.
Interior:10. Exterior:9. Runs great.
$2,600 386-453-7495.

2003 Heritage Cherry Gibson
SG Standard. Hardly used, mint
condition. Comes with hard case.
Small marshal practice Amp and
extra Tuning heads. $800 obo.
Call (386) 795-2741

2001 Toyota Camry
57K miles. Auto w/ air.
Car is in excellent condition,
must see. Asking $10,000 obo.
Call 788-9010 or 566-1057.

House for Rent
Looking for 2 roomates to share
rent & utilities. 3 bedroom house.
Includes washer & dryer, central
heat & air. Very close to ERAU.
Rent $250 per person not including
utilities. Call 441-4288

Large Furnished Bedroom,
bath and garage space in nice
Ormond neighborhood. Use of house
kitchen, laundry, etc. No smoking,
drinking, drugs. $400/month.
Call 673-2337
Advertisement

Goped for sale
Big Foot Goped with Walbro Carb
and Air Filter. Good tires,
runs great. $275
Call Kevin at 226-6371.
Extended Campus Headquarters.

COMICS
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The Riddle of Life
By Jonathan Mettin

Pick up lines never work.
So why do we feel compelled
to use them?

by Wes Oleszewski

The Student’s Guide to Campus Life at ERAU
by Bill Myers

STRANGE BUT TRUE
He may have been out to get Sarah Connor, but don’t
worry: the moon is safe from the former terminator.
Last month MSNBC political commentator Joe
Scarborough reported that Arnold Schwarzenegger had
jokingly supported destroying the moon because then it
would stop women from suffering through PMS.
Scarborough lashed out against the California governor
for his insensitivity, saying “I don’t know how it works
in Austria, but let me tell you something, friend. Jokes
about such matters [are] not laughing subjects to women
in America.”
In fact, these comments had been made by a
Schwarzenegger impersonator calling into the Howard
Stern radio show as part of a running call-in joke, and
Scarborough is now facing heat from the governor and
California Republicans after several Democrats in the
state assembly began circulating the story as fact.

Advertisement
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Coldplay teases fans in anticipation of X & Y

PHOTO COURTESY WASHINGTON.EDU

Christopher Noth

Previews for X & Y
Coldplay

Staff Reporter
A series of promotions have
helped surround the release of
Coldplayʼs newest album, X & Y,
with a great deal of excitement.

Coldplay released a single, “Speed
of Sound,” in advance of the entire
album, which will go on sale June 7.
Before its release, part of the single
was available as a ringtone through
the Cingular Wireless network.
The band also released another
single on the popular Fox television

Woody Allen’s lease on life
Melinda and Melinda

Brian Case
Business Manager
Woody Allenʼs Melinda and
Melinda is a breath of fresh air
among thus far forgettable summer
movies. The film opens with two
successful New York playwrights
having dinner with friends. The
conversation turns to whether
human existence is a tragedy or a
comedy. Each take opposing viewpoints, and choose to illustrate their
point by telling the same story from
two different viewpoints.
Both stories begin with a couple

hosting a dinner party which is
abruptly interrupted by the central character Melinda (Radha
Mitchell). Laurel (Chloe Sevigny)
and her alcoholic actor husband
Lee (Jonny Lee Miller) have their
lives disrupted by Melinda, a selfdestructive old friend of Laurelʼs.
Their marriage gets turned
upside down in a spiral of adultery and mistrust. For Hobie (Will
Ferrell) and Susan (Amanda Peet),
Melinda turns out to be an unstable
downstairs neighbor. Adultery and
turmoil still prevails, but this time
with a comedic twist.
What makes this film unique is
that the story is portrayed in the
minds of the two playwrights, with
the characters constantly being
polished as the film progresses.
The challenge of playing the
only character to appear in both
versions of the story is handled
with incredible grace by Radha

Mitchell. Will Ferrell would seem
to make an unlikely choice, but
he too pulls off a surprisingly
enjoyable performance.
The dialogue is at times tiring,
but for the most part adds to the feel
that you are in the minds of the two
playwrights who are creating the
story. What may be the biggest disappointment is that each story canʼt
be more thoroughly developed.
A serious limitation is the disconnect you immediately feel with
the characters on screen. The view
of New York City filled with Park
Avenue Princesses and lavishly
decorated Manhattan apartments
fails to make the characters anything more then puppets illustrating
a story. Unfortunately, this ends up
preventing a unique idea coupled
with skilled actors from developing
into a great film.
Melinda and Melinda is currently
playing at the Act One Theatre.

Entertainment Forecast
MOVIES

show, The O.C. During the showʼs
closing scenes, fans heard the song
“Fix You” from their new album.
Coldplay also scheduled an appearance as the band for this seasonʼs
finale of Saturday Night Live. The
band has confirmed their May 21 set
for the show.
The new album was recorded
in the UK and was produced by
Danton Supple (who worked with
Morrissey), Ken Nelson (who produced albums for both Mercury
Award Winner Badly Drawn Boy
and the Kings of Convenience), and
the band themselves. Anticipation
of the new album has been high for
Coldplay fans; the albumʼs release
was delayed several months – the
band actually scrapped some of its
recordings and switched producers
in the midst of recording sessions.
Most fans will be pleased with
the album, because it carries some
familiar Coldplay tones reminis-

Chris Rock, Burt Reynolds and
Adam Sandler star in The Longest
Yard, which comes out May 27.
Sandler plays an imprisoned NFL
quarterback who rallies a team of
inmates to play the guards.

Deftones lead
singer Moreno
chills out in
new band
Team Sleep
Team Sleep

Jonathan Mettin

Ben Stiller, Chris Rock,
David Schwimmer and Jada
Pinkett Smith lend their voices
to Madagascar, a Dreamworks
film about animals as they try to
escape the zoo. The film is slated
for release on May 27.

Team Sleepʼs self-titled debut
album proclaims that they feature
Deftones frontman Chino Moreno
with a big label affixed to the front
cover. While this is indeed true, it is
a bit misleading.
Team Sleep, currently on a nationwide small-venue tour, started out in
1993 with Moreno and friend Todd

Tom Flemming
Staff Reporter

Mezmerize, the latest release
from System Of A Down, hits
store shelves today. Riding their
new single “B.Y.O.B.,” the band
just announced a U.S. tour to back
up the 11-track album.

Huey Lewis & The News
return to the scene today with
Live at 25, a CD/DVD set that
features 15 live tracks of some
of their greatest hits from the 80s
and 90s, recorded in December.

Rising rock stars Audioslave
will release Out of Exile on May
24. They recently became the
first U.S. rock band to perfrom
outdoors in Cuba, promoting their
sophomore album.

LOCAL ENTERTAINMENT

Hard Rock Live Orlando will
host a tribute concert to Pearl
Jamʼs Ten. Modern Classics
Live will cover the album in its
entirety, including the classics
“Jeremy” and “Even Flow,” on
May 22 at 8:30 at the CityWalk
venue. GA tickets are $15.

James Brown will perform hits
like “Play That Funky Music” and
“Papaʼs Got A Brand New Bag”
at the House of Blues Orlando on
May 29 at 6:30. GA tickets are
$42.50.

The Noise to the World Tour,
featuring Good Charlotte and
Simple Plan, will make a stop
at the Jacksonville Veterans
Memorial Arena on May 28 at 7:
30. GA tickets are $25 in advance
and $28 at the door.

Wilkinson mixing tracks of guitars
and vocals for fun, a year before
the Deftones released their debut
album Adrenaline. A few tapes later,
another friend, Crook, joined on the
turntables. Eventually Zach Hill was
added on the drums and Rick Verrett
took over the bass, and the team was
complete.
In late 2001 several of their demo
tracks were leaked to the Internet
and subsequently played on the
radio. Disappointed that incomplete
tracks were made public, Moreno
concentrated on his full-time band
before starting to record again in
April 2003, leading up (eventually)
to their May 10, 2005 debut album.
Team Sleepʼs music is radically
different from that of the Deftones,
which will undoubtedly lead many
who buy that album because of
Morenoʼs reputation disappointed.
Rather than hardcore rock, Team
Sleep has an ambient feel to their
music. The vocals sound distant,
which ultimately have a bizarre
effect of making the listener somewhat tired. The instrumentals,
especially the tiered guitars, are
very good, but are toned down
within the song, giving the album a

shallow feel that makes the tracks
sound very much like each other.
Team Sleep is a decent album, but
it is going to have a hard time finding a niche in the market. Deftones
fans like Moreno singing harder, and
others will be repelled by his name.

PHOTO COURTESY DEFTONESWORLD.COM

CHICO MORENO GOES FOR a
more subdued style with his new
band Team Sleep.

No Trouble listening to Rice
Trouble is Real
Johnathan Rice

MUSIC

tones, and overall fit, there is a
distinct sound that has always been
Coldplayʼs signature. The lyrics are
also classic of Coldplay, and reflect
the bandʼs overall development. Its
pensive mood is nothing new for
Coldplay; however, it brings clear
signs that the band has, in some
ways, matured. “Fix You” is a much
slower track, reminiscent of “The
Scientist” and many earlier tracks,
including “For You” and “Your
Love Means Everything.” The song
features piano and a very light and
loving Martin nursing promises to
“fix” his loved one.
Fans interested in previews of the
new release can listen to “Speed of
Sound” on Coldplayʼs website; as
well, Coldplay may be seen in several promotional interviews and heard
on several national radio shows. The
band has also published a new touring schedule for this summer with
dates in the U.S. and abroad.

Team Sleep’s ambience: so-so

News Editor

Anakin Skywalker completes
his transformation into the infamous Darth Vader in Star Wars
Episode III: Revenge of the Sith.
The last installment of one of the
most popular movie series ever
comes out on May 19.

cent of more recent releases and
brings a new weight of its own.
Early Coldplay fans, though, may
find themselves a bit disappointed
with the new release. While X &
Y features many of the stylings
popularized in A Rush of Blood to
the Head, much of the raw energy
from Parachutes and early b-side
tracks like “Only Superstition” and
“Murder” are not to be found in the
new album. Coldplayʼs music has
grown over time and their sound has
changed significantly; the band no
longer rests aside other indie rock
bands, but fits more comfortably as
indie pop.
“Speed of Sound” features piano
and a heightened-electronic background, much like “Clocks” and
“Daylight,” but has less emphasis on guitar, like “Yellow” and
“Crests of Waves.” Still, the song
is uniquely Coldplay. Through
Chris Martinʼs vocals, the songʼs

Close your eyes as this piece begins
and imagine a canvas laced with a
landscape reminiscent of an autumn
afternoon in New England as the
colorful leaves fall in motion with the
wind blowing around you, the sky is
clear and so is your mind.
Johnathan Riceʼs Trouble is Real
takes his listeners on a journey that
seems to begin with this pleasant
scene before a cold winter, almost as
if this is his last good memory of a
relationship gone wrong.
The intro is almost identical to the
beginning of Nick Drakeʼs Bryter
Layter, in fact the entire album shows
the influence that Drake left on Rice.
It seems that Drakeʼs depressing yet
attractive lyrics have rubbed of on this
native Scotsman turned American.
The album begins with that slow
intro “Short Song for Strings”
which as its title implies is controlled by a string movement which
transitions directly into the second
track “Mid November.”
From there he plays his pains
for the listener and speaks like a
poet expressing his frustration with
a failed love. Like Drake, Rice
encompasses a wide range of instruments in his music; making the
album more complex.
Trying to understand the album

while listening to it for the first time
is nearly impossible; too much is
expressed by the artist through his
music. Block out the lyrics when first
listening to the album and it takes a
far different path, one of more ups
and downs as the character travels
through his seemingly dramatic life.
To listen to it a second time reinstating the lyrics allows the listener to
truly understand what the artist is

trying to convey.
Overall the album is an excellent
representation of what a singer/
songwriter should be; a powerful
lyricist who can move a crowd with
each aspect of his/her music. Along
with Ani DiFranco, Ray Lamontagne
and Keller Williams, Rice should be
considered one of the top musicians
among the current all-stars in an old
and well-respected genre.

PHOTO COURTESY JOHNATHANRICE.COM

JOHNATHAN RICE PORTRAYS A love gone awry in his album
Trouble is Real, utilizing a wide swath of instruments to compliment his
lyrics, which seem to have been heavily influenced by Nick Drake.

SUMMER DIVERSIONS
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Orange Blossom
Music Festival
May 20 - 22

This is a not-so-small festival
for small Florida and Georgiabased bands. The Orange
Blossom Music Festival wonʼt
be headlining any bands known
nationally, but with more than
50 bands taking the stage over
three days it wonʼt be short
of entertainment. Most of the

bands will be playing indie/
alternative/rock but there
will be a few folk bands as
well as a couple of hard rock
bands. Tickets are cheap and
readily available for this show
seven miles north of Deland.
For more information go to
www.ssa.cc/obmfacts.html.

Texas Hold’em
Charity
May 24

Contribute to a great cause For more information go to
and have some fun while www.daytonacharitypoker.org.
youʼre at it. The charity of
choice is the American Lung
Association of Florida. So far
over $30,000 has been raised
for the event. Registration is
$30 and the tournament starts
at 7:30 p.m. No money is
available for the winners,
but prizes will be offered.
Among the prizes will
be a trip for two to Las
Vegas. Sponsorship of the
players is also available.

Jeep Beach 2005
May 20 - 22

This three-day festival,
sponsored by Jeep, is in its
second year of existence
and will include all sorts
of activities for anyone
interested in just having
fun. At 8:00 p.m. on May
20 there will be a drive-in
movie watching at the drive-

in church on South Atlantic
Avenue where Grease and
Jurassic Park will be shown.
Other events include poker
games, fishing trips and trail
rides. Admission to events is
included in the general fee for
the festival. For more info,
go to www.jeepbeach.com.

Florida
International
Festival
July 15 - 30

Spanning 15 days, the Florida
International Festival is one
of Volusia Countyʼs most
entertaining events of the
year. With the festival comes
an eclectic mix of talented
musicians starting with ukulele
phenom, Jake Shimabukuro,
who has played with music
legends like Bobby McFerrin,

Les Paul and Fiona Apple. The
London Symphony Orchestra
will also make an appearance
while celebrating their 100th
Anniversary. Concerts will
range from Irish folk bands
to jazz quartets. Over 80 acts
will perform in several venues
throughout. For more information go to www.fif-lso.org.

Daytona Ghost
Walks

Fri. & Sat. 7:30 p.m.
Take a walk on the wild
side. Thatʼs right, the city
of Daytona has its own
haunting trot through town.
At only $8 for the guided tour
and free to all those under six
years of age, this fun-for-all
freakout is a great way to
spend an evening out on the

town. Tours begin at 7:30 p.m.
on Friday and Saturday at the
Quick Stop, which is located
diagonally across from the
Boot Hill Saloon. Guides guarantee the perfect combination
of history, scientific data and
frightening tales. Call (386)
253-6034 for reservations.

